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Alyssa's Crazy Day

Once upon a time there was a beautiful girl named Alyssa. She had blonde hair, blue eyes, and was a joy to all

who knew her. One day, Alyssa was walking through a fairy Noun . She had just crossed the sunflower

Noun when a mean Noun jumped out! The Noun shouted, "This Noun is

only to be crossed by little girls with straight hair!". This was a big problem indeed for Alyssa because she had

curly hair. She asked the troll, "please Mr. Troll, may I just cross this one time? I'm on my way to visit

Tinkerbell?". The troll shouted, "NO! No one with curly hair may cross!" This was a huge problem! So

Noun turned around and ran all the way back through the Noun , into her Noun , up

the Noun , and straight to her Noun for her flat iron. She spent the next 3 hours straightening

her Noun with a Noun Noun then began making her way through the Noun

again. "Whew!", she thought, "at least now I can get across the bridge!" Suddenly, the wind began to blow and

Noun appeared overhead. "Oh no!", thought Alyssa, "It's going to rain!". Sure enough, the rain began to

pour just moments later and Alyssa's Noun instantly curled up into crazy, corkscrew curls. Alyssa

arrived at the bridge where, once again, the troll jumped out shouting, "This Noun is only to be crossed

by little Noun with straight hair!". Alyssa begged and pleaded with the troll but to no avail, he would

not let her cross. Just as she began to turn around and head back home, she saw a tiny light in the distance. The

light grew larger and brighter as it drew near, and soon she realized it was Tinkerbell! "Mr. Noun !" 

Tinkerbell shouted, "I've had enough of you and your silly rules about curly Noun . Get over yourself!" 

and with that she sprinkled fairy dust on his Noun and he began to sneeze. He sneezed, and sneezed,

and



sneezed until he fell right off the bridge and into the water below. Alyssa gleefully crossed the bridge and

followed Tinkerbell to her Noun for tea and crumpets. The end.
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